User Guide
01 Notes
a. Please follow the user guide and your lock's actual function to operate.
b. The SET button is located in the battery cover on the back plate.
c. Each operation should be done within 8 seconds, or it will exit the setting.
d. When error happens the touchpad shows cross icon X.
e. After inputting number, please add # to confirm input.
Initial Status
The initial code is 123456, it goes invalid once an admin registered.
Reset
Remove one battery then keep pressing the DEL button while putting
on the battery. Buzzer short beeps 5 times, then a long beep after 5
seconds. Release the DEL button. When a warning beep comes, reset
done. All the user info will be cleared.

02

Creation
New Admin
a. Press SET button for a long beep after 5 times short beeps
b. Verify admin (it is 123456 at initial status )+#
c. Input admin serial number 001-005 +#
d. Scan RF ID card for 1 time or
Input password +# 2 times or
Enroll fingerprint 3 times

New User

1
a. Input 1# on the touch panel
b. Verify admin +#
c. Input user serial number 006-085 +#
d. Scan RF ID card for 1 time or
Input password +# 2 times or
Enroll fingerprint 3 times

One Time Password (OTP)
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a. Input 2# on the touch panel
b. Verify admin +#
c. Input OTP serial number 086-100 +#
d. Input password +# 2 times
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Deletion

Delete by serial number
Note: it can't delete the current verified admin.

Delete all user
Delete all OTP
Clear the paired bluetooth

7#

04 Always-Open Mode
Note:
a. Number 5 keeps flash each 10 seconds at always-open mode.
b. Input # or any unlock operation will cancel always-open mode.

05 Scrambling Code To Anti Peep

In case of any peep, you can add any digits before or after the effective
password, it still can unlock the door. Total digits is 20 at most.

06 Interior Lock Switch

Switch to the red label to allow only admins to unlock.

07 Alarm Warning

a. Low battery alert
When battery is lower than 4.8V, buzzer will make alert while each
unlocking. It still can keep 50 times unlocking until batteries dead, please
replace the batteries in time.
b. Wrong password and fingerprint
Input wrong password or fingerprint 5 times, buzzer will make
alert, keypad and sensor area will be locked for 3 minutes.
c. Not setting admin alert
Not setting admin, unlock by password or fingerprint, buzzer make short
beep 3 times.
d. Beyond the user capacity.

